Route 47: New Street to Marshall Mill Road (Site 1); Route 40: Old Delsea Drive to Morris Avenue (Site 6), roadway improvement and bridge replacement

The bridge between Sites 1 and 6 that crosses the Shared Access tracks will be replaced with a new structure. Site 1 will be redesigned into a "T" type signalized intersection with a reverse jughandle, with the entire intersection being raised approximately one and a half feet and all lanes 3.6 meters with 3.0 meter shoulders. Site 6 will be upgraded to include left-turn lanes with lanes 3.6 meters and 3.0 meter shoulder. This project will be bicycle/pedestrian compatible.

This is a multi-year funded project under the provisions of Section 13 of P.L. 1995, c.108.

COUNTY: Gloucester
MUNICIPLICITY: Franklin Twp.
MILEPOSTS: 52.36 - 53.00
STRUCTURE NO.: 0833150
LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT: 4
SPONSOR: NJDOT

The Drainage Management System has identified drainage problems in the vicinity of Linda Lane.

COUNTY: Cape May
MUNICIPLICITY: Middle Twp.
MILEPOSTS: 6.20
STRUCTURE NO.: N/A
LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT: 1
SPONSOR: NJDOT

The following tables provide project IDs and TIP numbers for the projects described above.